Minutes of October General Assembly Meeting
Oct. 4, 2014
The meeting was held on the 04th of October 2014 at Eva. Augustine's residence in Toronto,
Ontario. It was called to order at 07:59pm by the chair person of the Meeting Ba. Mbianyor who
thanked everybody for coming and then read the agenda. The agenda was then amended, agreed
upon and adopted by Pa. Etungjang and Mr. Oscar
An opening prayer was then prayed by Eva. Augustine who thanked God for bringing us all
together and begged Him to take over total control of everything during the meeting.
Next was the reading of the minutes of the last meeting. This was done by Ba. Mbianyor. After
the reading of the minutes, the following points were amended:
• There was no reading of the financial statement during the last as was indicated in the
minutes
• It was not noted that the minutes did not include the fact that prayers were offered for
our children returning
• And lastly, it was also noticed that in the minutes, it was not noted down that the letter to
be send to Kumba was to be written by the sec. Gen.
After these amendments, the minutes was adopted by Eva. Agustine eta and aunty Vicki.
Matters arising from the minutes:
The meeting wanted to know if the letter to be written to the Kumba community explaining our
absence during their community event was already send. To this, the sec.gen. said that the letter
has not been send but that will be done before our next meeting.
Next was the word from the hosting community. Mr. Cyprain kebbianyor representing the
hosting committee, thanked everybody for coming and apologized for their lateness in
organizing the food and drinks. He also appreciated his co-hosts for their dedication and
encouraged everybody to enjoy the food and drink.
After this, the members were asked to respect their financial obligations and pay their dues. This
was followed by a 20 min food break.
After the break, Mr. Martin, the president of CCA GTA presented himself to MECA. He
congratulated MECA for their involvement in the community. He then said he has forwarded a
CCA GTA conceived business plan to MECA president for MECA's appreciation. He invited
members to attend their meeting on the 12 of October where they will present the services they
offer.

In that same spirit, Mr. Tambe speaking as a board member of the CCA GTA, thanked
everybody and invited members to be involved CCA GTA affairs. He said that based on their
business plan, they are now service oriented instead party oriented. He said that several
committees have been setup to better take care of community affair. He concluded by
encouraging Mecans to kindly honor the October 12 meeting invitation.
After that presentation, the chairman of the meeting Ba. Mbianyor thanked Mr. Martin and Mr.
Tambe for the invitation and advised members to be involved in the affairs of the CCA GTA.
The Next person to present himself was Mr. Pascal of Nufi. First he started with an appreciation
remark on behalf of the Yondo family. He thanked MECA for their support. He went further to
informed the meeting that Nufi will be offering an awards to the most valuable member of the
community and that any member of the community can be nominated. He informed MECA that
the dateline of the nomination is October 20, 2014 and the prize will be presented during the
NUFI gala night. He then presented ten tickets to MECA.
About the Yondo family, it was advised that it will be better for the Yondos themselves to come
forth and present their case. This way, people will get to know thwm better and that will be more
impact-full .
Next was the revision of the constitution. Mr. Cyprain representing the constitution drafting
committee gave a brief summary of the committee and how the constitution was set up. Before
the revision, it was agreed by the meeting the a time interval of 1 hour will be allocated for the
revision of the constitution. Members were also advised to go through the constitution and send
their suggestions online before the next meeting.
After these points, the meeting then went on to read and revise the constitution. Most revisions
that were made was concerning article 5.3. After the time allocated for the revision was over, it
was agreed that the revision will continue during the next meeting.
General observations after the revision:
• Aunty Vikki congratulated both the GA and the constitutional committee for their work
well done
• Mr. Eyong advised that we should take more time to revise the constitution, especially
the article indicating that 1/3 of the member have to be present before the meeting could
start.
Next on the agenda was the VP's comment on hosting. She said that hosting roster will be drafted
and presented to everybody. She indicated that it is not the executive bureau but the members
that are responsible for their hosting and their hosting availability.
On other matters:
•

It was observed that there is a feeling that some members criticized the constitution
without reading it. So, members were advised to read the constitution before coming to
the next meeting and only after then can any criticism be constructive.

•
•

Some members advised that we should return to our usual agenda format that is,
introducing the visitors and new members
The VP also advised and encouraged the meeting members to try and show up in
different community events. She revealed the fact that not so many MECA members
were present at the inaugural ceremony of the Chief of Nfuntem.

Closing remark: The chairperson then thanked the hosting committee for hosting Manyu and
hoped that members will participate more in MECA activities and that theie participation should
not only be financial but also otherwise. With that, the meeting was adjourned at 11:52pm

